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The sparrows are back – Part two
Dear Friends
At the recent District Synod, our Chair,
Rev Rachel Parkinson, introduced us to
the District theme of the year ahead:
Courage. Anyone who has met Rachel
will know that she is no stranger to the
attribute. Following her on Facebook, you
quickly discover that her comfort zone is in challenging herself, both physically - running, cycling, walking, and in ministry –finding new ways creatively and enthusiastically to draw attention to our faith story and its relevance to the communities and world in which we live. With her off-the-wall
ideas there is often huge potential for embarrassment and failure but I’ve
never heard anyone speak of her other than with admiration and delight in
her freshness and effectiveness at spreading God’s word.

Last month I submitted a piece about the return of sparrows to the area but some of it got
lost in transition, including my hard-won picture of them posing so prettily on the water
feature. I would make a poor wildlife photographer, not having been endowed with the
remarkable patience which allows them to sit for many hours in a hide, waiting for their
subject to appear, yet I managed this one, having purchased a remote switch and long cable, and gained my wife’s consent to have the camera set up by the kitchen window, in her
workspace. I took a number of abortive shots before securing this - and then the article
appeared without it!

For lesser mortals, change may be embraced with greater reluctance, and
like the changing of the seasons is forced upon them. The sad end to regular Sunday worship at the chapels at Cleobury and Tenbury wouldn’t
have happened if there had been a viable alternative to keep things going.
But the change has released resources and energy for the possibility of
fresh starts in both places – a Community Youth Hub in Cleobury and ecumenical family outreach in Tenbury. It’s an encouraging sign that the
“talents” entrusted to us are being put to good use – that we are ploughing
fresh furrows, sowing in order to reap (Luke 19.22)
Nothing stands still. At a personal level, there are related questions about
how to cope with change forced upon us by health issues or advancing
years for ourselves or our loved ones – do I cling on to what I have until it
is impossible to sustain any longer? Or can I courageously let go of the
familiar and look at new ways of being and doing that may be a blessing to
others as well as myself?
The Autumn brings relief from the Summer heat and a delight of colours
and moods as nature moves on. To “wish that Summer will always be
here” as the song says, is to turn our back on the blessings of rhythm and
change.
There may be time for us courageously to embrace change in our lives
and our churches before it is forced upon us – to ask “is there a new opportunity, a better way?” And even if we are forced to let go, let us not always take the safest option. Let us find the courage to take risks and find
the new plans God has for our “abundant life” with Him.
Autumn blessings
Kim

One compensation is that publication brought me an interesting comment from Janet Henson, who assures me that there are quite a few sparrows around their home in Normandie
Close, only a short way from us as the sparrow flies. Several members of our church family live in that part of town so I wondered for a moment if there was scope for a paper on
“The Methodist Tendency in Ludlow Sparrows” but on reflection other denominations
live there too. There are several varieties of sparrow listed, tree, hedge, field, house sparrow but I searched in vain for any reference to an ecumenical one. Anyway, here is my
masterpiece along with the final comments from the original article and I trust that Edith
will find room for it.
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“One evening we watched Mr Blackbird have a shower, then sit and shake his feathers,
looking so sleek and fine; Brenda commented that he was obviously preparing for a night
out, a poetic insight. When the bowl runs dry, the engineer hears a pump drawing air; the
poet hears the frog croaking for a drink.
Odd, isn’t it that the sparrow was once disregarded as the commonest bird. “Are not five
sparrows sold for two farthings?”
Here am I, excited to see them. The sparrow has acquired a scarcity value.
M.C.

Operation Christmas Child 2018
Thank you so much all those who created the 38 boxes from this church last
year.
The following story has always moved
me deeply and reminds me why we
create these boxes for children we will
never meet and whose language we
would not understand.
One very small, plain grey shoebox, without any Christmas wrapping paper, arrived at a Belarus orphanage. It was handed to a small boy on
crutches and the distributors were so concerned at the child’s possible
reaction that one stayed to keep watch.
On opening the box the box found a soft cuddly grey mouse. The boy
laughed and hugged the mouse to his cheek and began to look at the rest
of the contents. Everything inside was grey and yet the boy’s smile just
grew and grew.
The distributor sat by the boy and asked if he liked his gifts. With a huge
smile the boy said;
Grey is my favourite colour and I dreamed about getting a cuddly grey
mouse. I want him to sleep on my pillow every night. Everything in this
shoe box is grey. I know it was made especially for me!’
Whatever the colour of the wrapping paper or that of the child who receives the box each is an expression of God’s love for that individual child
made real by us.
Both men and women can create as many gifts as they wish using the
boxes and leaflets on the Worship Area display, where there is also a box
for items which will be used to help make up gifts and DVDs from previous years which you may borrow and return. There are also video clips on
the internet on the Samaritan’s Purse website.
Since 1990 157 million children in over 160 countries have received a
shoe box. One of them was yours!
PLEASE REMEMBER TO RETURN YOUR GIFTS BY SUNDAY 18TH
NOVEMBER. THANK YOU!
If you need advice or help, see Stephen Dalton or ring 873 405.

Please submit articles for the November issue
of the magazine by October 21st AT LATEST,
these should be given to a Steward, or e:mailed
to:- blair@cuilbeag.plus.com
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CAYNHAM
Methodist Chapel
October 7th 3.00 pm
Mr Adrian Williams
Harvest Festival

BLACKFORD
Methodist Chapel
October 14th at 3.00pm
Revd Kim Stilwell
Harvest Festival
2018 Pudding Tasting prayer
Lord Jesus, we remember that you fasted in the desert and fasted
with your friends; like us you enjoyed good food, drink and company; that you partied as well as preached.
We ask You to be here with us now as we serve and share
the fruits of Your world and our talents.
May Your partying and peaceful Spirit be with us and those
with whom we will share this food so that we all may share another
portion of your generous love.
We ask this for Your name's sake.
Amen.

PUDDING TASTING
This was a very enjoyable event. I would like to thank everyone
who helped in any way. The money raised was £1682.80 for
church funds, BUT this event is more than about raising money….it
is an opportunity to invite people inato our church, talk with them
and get to know where they are from. Comments made by some of
them were: “The highlight of the Food Festival”; “See you next
year”.
So, once again, I thank you all for your support in making this event
a success.
Annie
3

Ludlow Baptist church invites you to
their monthly Lunch Club every 2nd
Monday in the month at 12.30 pm. A
choice of four homemade soups with
cheese & baps is served, followed by a
choice of four homemade desserts including a diabetic option. Cost £2.50. We
finish with tea and/or coffee, singing
some songs from the 40’s & 50’s and a short talk. Please ring Diane Howell-Thomas 01584 831109 if you are interested in joining
us.
You would be very welcome.

Will your voice be aboard the Peace Train?
On Wednesday 24th October members of the Hereford Peace Council will be on
board the Peace Train arriving in Ludlow at 11.08 a.m. This is a normal service
train travelling to Newport, and eventually, London.
The Group hope the train will be met at each stop, including Ludlow, by people
opposed to nuclear weapons who will hand in cards or letters to be delivered to
the Prime Minister and MPs at the House of Commons later that day.
Wednesday 24th October is United Nations Day and part of Disarmament Week.
Last year 122 countries agreed to make nuclear weapons illegal and began the
process to eradicate them. Our Government did not sign that Treaty and does not
intend to sign it.
If you disagree with their view you are invited to sign the letters and cards which
will be available in Wesley’s in the days before the Peace Train departs and
which will be delivered in your name.
Stephen Dalton and the Justice and Peace Group.

In our Methodist Church Prayer Manual there are prayers written
by Primary school children, so when this was put to the children
in our Junior Church, this was one response

SUMMER DAYS
When I reach out into the sand I think of who made
the beach the sand the hot sun on my warm body, Jesus the son of
god. I even think of him on those summer days that are actually
rainy every night I lie in bed and think of how he made my days so
speical. Jesus thank you for family that can take me to the summer
luxuarys thank you god for these summer days Amen
4

Fair Trade
Christmas Fair
Saturday 17th November
10am – 4pm
Ludlow Mascall Centre
Free admission
Handcrafted gifts, Christmas cards, foods - Buying from
Traidcraft makes a positive difference to so many lives
Traidcraft Charity Christmas Cards are on sale in Ludlow
Mascall Centre from Monday 15th October. LMC is open
Monday to Friday 9 – 5
(Liz Taylor 831149 liz@lizinludlow.co.uk)
ACROSS: 1, Lawyer. 4, Balsam. 8, Caleb. 9, Jehoram. 10, Sparrow. 11, Exile. 12, Excellent. 17, Act in. 19, Endemic. 21, Slavery.
22, Galal. 23, Silent. 24, Tarsus.
DOWN: 1, Locust. 2, Welfare. 3, Ember. 5, Athlete. 6, Sarai. 7,
Member. 9, Jewellery. 13, Condemn. 14, Temples. 15, Causes. 16,
Scales. 18, Trail. 20, Dogma.
Branding
The word ‘aerobics’ was invented when the gym instructors got together and said: ‘If we’re going to
charge £20 an hour, we can’t call it Jumping Up and
Down.’
Dinner
Interviewer: ‘If you could have dinner with any person, living or
dead, who would it be?’
Applicant: ‘The living one.’
21

Diocese of Hereford
Council for World Partnership and Development
Holy Land Group

Teaching Palestinian Students
in Bethlehem
Drs Karilyn and Richard Collins share their
experiences teaching Palliative Care to
nurses being trained in the University at
Bethlehem
It will appeal to those interested in the
medical, religious and political situation affecting both Palestinians and Israelis
Saturday 27th October 2018
2.30 p.m. – 4.30 p.m.
Grange Court, Pinsley Road, Leominster.
HR6 8NP
Adjacent to The Priory Church
Admission - £3.00 - to include coffee/tea
There is a car park in Etnam St and in Broad St
To book your place please telephone or email:
Preb David Roberts - dhroberts38@gmail.com Tel: 01584 878568
Dr John Dinnen - johndinnen1@gmail.com Tel 01981 540730
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“It’s almost time for Chiefly Yourselves”
‘Oh no it isn’t’
’Oh yes it is!’
Saturday November 24th 7.30pm Ludlow Methodist Church
Just when you thought it was safe to return from holiday, it’s time
for some fireworks!
I know you will be pleased to learn that the FUN in Fundraising
Committee have asked me to create another cacophonous cornucopia of chapel cleverness to perform at the church on Saturday
24th., November.
So drag out your recitations, songs and jokes, old, new, and those
rejected by the Edinburgh Festival, create a song and dance, blow
your own trumpet or other instrument (or beg, borrow or even temporarily steal one) and create a piece of perfect pandemonium to
amaze, delight, or even mildly embarrass, your church friends and
family.
Please form a slightly disorderly queue next time you see me to
volunteer your many and varied talents for the delectation and delight of us all.
I thank you.
Stephen Dalton
Telephone: (01584) 873 405
e.mail sjdh45@outlook.com
PS: Admission is free, but there is a charge for leaving the premises in the form of a donation to church funds, 10% of which will be
given to our chosen charities, will be much appreciated.

Of mice and men
A minister went into his local pet shop to ask for some
help. ‘I need at least 50 mice, 2,000 ants and as many of
those little silverfish that you can get.’
The pet shop owner was startled. ‘We can probably do
that, but it might take some time. Mind if I ask why you are placing
such an unusual order?’
The minister shrugged. ‘It’s simple. I’ve accepted a call
to another church, and the church council told me to
leave the parsonage the way I found it.’
5

Justice and Peace Ugandan lunch
The September Justice and Peace event was an opportunity to hear Vernon
Webb, a teacher of Visually Impaired children and member of Melville
Chapel, talk about his recent visit to a school in the Ugandan capital,
Kampala, supported by his son, Malcolm, a journalist.
On the visit at Easter the school had 13 children, but this has grown to 20.
The school was begun about 8 years ago by Mr. Mrs. Bbose who had two
visually impaired children and found there was no school for them. Some
of the present pupils have a little sight, others are blind. Two of the teachers are blind themselves.
Vernon explained how the Braille system of 6
raised dots worked and showed us some Braille
books as well as some of the gadgets, such as a
braille typewriter, a football with a bell in it and an
elephant doll which incorporated every type of
clothes fastening, which help to overcome the difficulties of little or no sight. It is hard for us to imagine only being able to
read one line of text at a time and not to be able to see a whole page which
might contain a map, graph, diagram, or photograph as well as words. He
told us how examination papers might need to be modified and how U.K
children were integrated with varying degrees of success in mainstream
schools.
Vernon and his wife Linda, also a teacher of the Visually Impaired, acquired from various institutions, such as the college in Hereford, two suitcases of equipment so that each child then had an individual Braille typewriter. There is very little furniture or equipment in the school, (children
using plastic bowls for washing) and so equipment which was obsolete in
the UK were invaluable to those who had so little.
The £1 000 donated by this church from last year’s charity donations has
been placed in the fund for £20 000 to create a purpose-built school on
land they already own.
Vernon and Linda took letters from pupils in this country and also brought
letters back to help, it was hoped, begin a pen pal scheme.
We also heard about their lakeside holiday, Easter Sunday worship in a
Congolese refugee camp and saw some of the wildlife, including a striped
‘oss.
Rev Kim thanked Vernon for sharing with us both the problems of impairment and the opportunities we had to help overcome them. The retiring
collection raised 65.00 which was donated to the school.
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Ludlow Food Festival: Pudding Tasting 2018
And here are the answers to the brain teaser inspired by songs
1 Who taught the band to play twenty years ago?

Segeant PEPPER

2 What helps the medicine go down? A spoon full of SUGAR
3 What, travel by wheelbarrow, through streets broad and narrow?
and MUSSELS
4 Yes, we have no – what?

COCKLES

BANANAS

5 What are all standing in a row? Some as big as your head.
COCONUTS

A lovely bunch of

6 What do the bells of St Clement’s say?

ORANGES and LEMONS

7 What day is it on the farm, every Friday?

RABIT PIE day

8 There is no where more lonesome, morbid and drear. Where am I? The pub with
no BEER
9 Don’t live like vegetarians, on food they give to parrots, eat??? Instead. BOILED
BEEF and CARROTS
10 What do I like in the morning, for to start the day you see?
TEA

A nice cup of

11 When I dream of your first kiss, what do I feel upon my lips? A taste of HONEY

12 What do they have an awful lot of in Brazil?

COFFEE

13 Let me take you down. Where are we going?

STRAWBERRY fields

14 Who makes my heart go giddy – up?

My boy LOLLIPOP

15 Where do the hens lay soft boiled eggs? On the big ROCK-CANDY mountain
16 What haven’t I had since Easter (and now it’s quarter past three)?
17 What tree is very pretty, and its flowers are very sweet?

An EGG

LEMON

18 If there is wind, and occasional rain, what are we eating and drinking CHILLI
CON CARNE and sparkling CHAMPAGNE

19 What will baby have when the boat comes in?
20 We won’t go until we’ve got some?

A FISHY in a little dishy
FIGGY PUDDING

Thanks to Jenny Smallman for creating this and to all those who took part.
Hope you enjoyed it!
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Celebrating Paddington Bear’s
60th anniversary
Paddington Bear made his first appearance 60
years ago, on 13th Oct 1958, when the book A
Bear Called Paddington, by Michael Bond, was
published.
Paddington is of course a fictional, anthropomorphised bear who has featured in more than
20 books that have been translated into 30 languages and have
sold more than 30 million copies. He has also starred in two major
films and has been described as a worthy successor to Winnie the
Pooh.
Though he comes from darkest Peru, and not heaven, he possesses many of the characteristics of Jesus, though falling short in
some areas: he has a tendency, for instance, to get the wrong end
of the stick. Nevertheless, he is always polite, kind-hearted, hospitable, generous and loving. One can even imagine Jesus giving
some people the Paddington “hard stare”, though it does not appear to be mentioned in the New Testament.
Paddington Brown – to give him the name of his adopted family –
also has the gift of transforming other people’s lives through his
own goodness.
A Paddington Bear soft toy was the first item passed through the
Channel Tunnel by British tunnellers to their French counterparts
when the link was made in 1994.

Happiness is warm feet in bed
If you have never discovered the cosy bliss of wearing socks in
bed, you are in for a real treat. According to experts from the Global Council on Brain Health, wearing socks in bed helps ensure uninterrupted slumber.
In a recent report, the Global Council was stressing the importance of getting sound sleep in order to stay sharp in later life.
And so it offers various tips to the over-50s. They include: keep
pets out of your bedroom, avoid late-night rows with your family;
allow 15 minutes of ‘settle time’ before you switch off the light;
avoid food, alcohol and drink for three hours before bed; keep your
smartphone and tablet in another room; have a warm bath; and
swap white or blue lights for warmer, restful colours. Sleep well!
18

Thanks to Aunty Vi and Aunty Ei….
They were doing Sunday School when we
came to Ludlow in 1983 and they have continued serving Jesus and His church , loving and
loved by generations of children.
We have every reason to be thankful to them and for them.
They have told the stories of Jesus and illustrated them with
songs and crafts. Some of us remember the sounds of singing
seeping into the chapel, and the smell of baking, from behind the
scenes. I still treasure a paper basket with five loaves and two
small fishes, all chaotically coloured by daughter or granddaughter
to illustrate a child’s contribution to the feeding of the multitude .
The Sunday School Room was always decorated with a
themed collage incorporating the children’s work (appreciated by
the outside groups that hired the room) And then there were anniversaries and rallies and Christmas nativities: all involving a huge
amount of work.
Vi Twiddy and Eileen Precious have decided to step back
from the work week by week, and hand it on to others and I have
been asked to write this “thank you”. It is a pleasure to do so.
Nothing we do in the name of the Lord is ever wasted and
they have sowed seeds of love and the Kingdom Not many of our
young people attend public worship regularly but I do know that
their time in Sunday School is not forgotten and these two remarkable ladies have a very special place in their memories and experience of what the family of God is all about.
Thank you Aunty Vi and Aunty Ei
A.W.

Action for Children
League of Light Boxes
This is a request to members of the League of Light to bring their
box to church on a Sunday morning in October so it can be opened
and gifts sent on to Action for Children.
Thank you,
Brent Waite (Branch Secretary)
7

FIRST HARVEST
I must confess, Lord, I was dreading it:
my first ‘official’ Harvest. Not one
sermon to write, but three or four,
or even more, if I had time.
The one for Penybont would never do
for Aberbechan – and then, as I was new,
perhaps some folk would come along
on more than one occasion. Even the organists
could well turn out to be peripatetic!
It seemed there was no way I could avoid
the extra labour. Of course they’d want
to size me up, compare notes with their neighbours;
that’s only natural. But there was much more:
Harvest Assembly at the village school;
the service at the local hospital,
and the old people’s home – each one so different,
each one with different needs and expectations.
And then there’d be so many Harvest Suppers:
tables piled high with sausage rolls, great plates
of Welsh cakes, home-made Bara Brith,
all lovingly prepared in farmhouse kitchens.
Must I attend them all? Would it offend
their hospitality, to miss just one or two?
Of course it would; I’d simply have to go.
And yet, with so much on my mind, I didn’t know
if I could cope – I was inclined to panic.
And then, Lord, suddenly I saw myself,
trudging along a lonely road, disheartened,
almost in despair; and just like Cleopas,
quite unaware of you, walking beside me,
ready to share the load. Lord, forgive me.
Thank you for showing me I’m not alone,
and that no matter what you ask of me,
we’ll be in it together.
Joy Lello

8

Why Christians are like pumpkins
A woman had recently become a Christian and
been baptised. Curious, one of her colleagues
at work asked her what it was like to be a
Christian.
The woman was caught off guard and didn’t
know how to answer. Then she saw the office ‘Hallow’een lantern’
on a nearby desk and blurted: ‘Well, it’s like being a pumpkin.’
Her colleague asked her to explain that one. And so she said:
“Well, God finds you and picks you up from the patch and brings
you in and washes off all the dirt on the outside that you got from
being around all the other pumpkins.
“Then He carefully cuts off the top and takes all the yucky stuff out
from inside you. He removes all those seeds of doubt, hate, greed,
etc. Then He gives you a new smiling face and puts His light inside
of you, to shine for all to see.
‘It is our choice to either stay outside and rot on the vine, or come
inside and be something new and bright. We can each of us smile
today, and shine with His light!’
Quilty pleasures
Quilting is making a big comeback, attracting people from all walks
of life. As one quilter explains: ‘In a fast-paced world where we live
attached to screen, it’s refreshing to step away and focus on something like quilting. It takes precision and focus, which can sometimes be just what’s needed to take yourself away from modern day
hectic life.’
Whatever the reason, our interest in the traditional crafts that our
grandparents enjoyed is certainly on the rise, right across the
UK. So, we produce baby quilts, wedding quilts, quilts as works of
art, and quilts for ourselves, to make our homes more beautiful and
cosier.
Home sewing of blankets is even biblical! Proverbs 31 says: ‘A
wife of noble character who can find? She is
worth far more than rubies…She selects wool
and flax and works with eager hands…She sets
about her work vigorously; her arms are strong
for her tasks…She makes coverings for her
bed…’ (Prov. 31: 10,13,17,22)
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Grow an attitude of gratitude

Rev Tony Horsfall

PRAYER FOCUS

Harvest is a time of thanksgiving to God for all His provision for us.
It is good to cultivate a grateful heart, and studies have shown that
people who practise thankfulness tend to have a more positive outlook on life, be more optimistic about the future, and are generally
healthier than those who do a lot of grumbling and complaining.
On one occasion Jesus met a group of ten lepers (Luke 17:11-19).
They called out to Him in a loud voice, asking for Him to have pity
of them, which He did. He sent them to the priest, and on the way
they were healed. However, only one of them returned to give
thanks to Jesus, and he was a Samaritan. He threw himself at the
feet of Jesus and thanked Him, giving praise to God in a loud voice.
It occurs to me that most of us make a loud noise when we are in
need of help, but we are much quieter about giving thanks. We are
not inhibited when making our needs known to God, but how many
of us make a point of giving Him thanks when we have received His
help? Do we sing His praises loudly? Do we give clear testimony to
what the Lord has done?
Why not try and cultivate the discipline of gratitude in your life?
Make it a rule to thank anyone who helps you in some way, or who
encourages you. Let them know you appreciate them. Review each
day before you sleep, reminding yourself of every good thing that
happened, and offering your thoughts to God as a prayer. Introduce
a short time of giving thanks in your church service. In your home
group have a time of praying short, sentence prayers of gratitude to
God. Keep a gratitude diary.
Rather than focus of what you don’t have, or what has gone wrong,
train your mind to focus on what you do have, and what has gone
right. You will be surprised at the difference it can make.

October brings a feast of autumn colour as green leaves turn golden, coppery and red. We give thanks for the many pleasures our
eyesight brings us.
Lets remember in our prayers people whose sight has become seriously impaired by macular or other eye conditions; who
can no longer enjoy books, photos, needlework, other hobbies as
they used to, and find everyday life difficult in lots of ways.
In October many young people are settling into the new experience of university life, with its opportunities and its challenges.
Some will be living away from home for the first time. May all find
support and encouragement and good guidance when they need it.
Let’s also remember university chaplains and counsellors.
Near the end of October, clocks will be changed to ’winter
time’.
The prospect of another winter can bring feelings of depression and
anxiety to people without a warm dry home or with poor health who
remember bad experiences in previous winters. Let’s pray for all
who work to improve poor living conditions; also for the many city
churches and volunteers involved in providing night shelters. M.T.

How to grow your brain

Joe 87 per cent; Jo 4 per
cent
John 79pc; Jon 9pc
Mark 78pc; Marc 9pc
Alan 76pc; Allan 9pc
Stuart 55pc; Stewart 21pc
Carl 54 pc; Karl 23pc
Geoffrey 48pc; Jeffrey 28pc
Stephen 47pc; Steven 29pc

If you do exercise which is strenuous enough to
get your heart pumping hard, it may help your
memory, because it triggers a protein that fosters the
growth of brain cells. Researchers at the National Institute
on Ageing have discovered that when muscles exercise,
they produce a protein that travels to the brain and triggers neuron growth. “Overall, the message is that a consistently healthy lifestyle pays off,” explained one neuroscientist.
16

Is it Joe or Jo? Amy or Aimee?

How do you spell popular names for boys
and girls? This argument has rumbled on
for years. Now a recent YouGov poll has
asked the public, and some results point to
a swing back to preferring more traditional spellings.
Abbie 47pc; Abbey 12 pc
Amy 79pc; Aimee 10pc
Sarah 72pc; Sara 10pc
Rebecca 83pc; Rebekah 6pc
Claire 66pc; Clare 13pc
Deborah 68pc; Debra 17pc
Theresa 51pc; Teresa 27pc
Catherine 48pc; Katherine
26pc
9

Prayers for Persecuted Christians Worldwide.
Many Western Christians do not realise the extent of persecution of Christians worldwide. This has increased greatly over the last few years.
Open doors has produced a Watch list of countries where severe and extensive persecution occurs.
This can be losing ones means of earning a living, killing the husband in
front of his wife and children and leaving the widow bereft, burning their
domicile and preventing children from attending school..
North Korea is still top of the list. Here people are sent to correction centres or executed if they have a Bible, they have to live out their Christian
faith in secret. Bibles or tracts are often buried in the ground and dug up
when they are sure nobody is looking. This is a very risky business. the
penalties are very severe.
In November 2018 Barnabas Aid is encouraging Churches to hold a Suffering Church Action Week with the emphasis on Love not HATE.
There are many activities but our CTAL prayer group would like to encourage as many as possible to pray for ALL who are persecuted because
of their faith but particularly for Christians who are martyred that they
will be strengthened by the Holy Spirit to keep faith with Our Saviour.
As in all conflicts throughout history we hear of the atrocities that humans
can inflict on others but we also hear of heroic acts by individuals and
groups who go ‘the extra mile’ to help victims of persecution and oppression at the risk of their own lives.
Here are some prayers giving a very small sample of the many incidents of
oppressive behaviour and also of those heroic people who risk their lives
to help them.
1) O God, our Lord and Creator, we lift up to You today the loved ones
of Christians who have paid the ultimate price for their faith in Your
Son Jesus Christ. We think of the families of the 20 Egyptian martyrs
(and one Ghanaian) who died in 2015, whose bodies were returned this
year to their homeland. May their grieving families know the peace that
transcends all understanding. We lift up to You also the survivors ad
relatives of those who died in many other violent attacks on Christians
around the world. Heal them, O God, and wipe away every tear from
their eyes. (Philippians 4:7; Revelation 7:17)
2) Lord Jesus, we pray today for our Christian brothers and sisters
who live in places where they must risk arrest, imprisonment, beat10
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ings and even torture if they teach or preach about You and Your sacrifice on the Cross and mighty Resurrection.
If it is Your will, we ask that you deliver them from such persecution
but if you allow their persecution as You yourself were persecuted,
please give them the strength to endure suffering and the love and
mercy to forgive their persecutors. May they rejoice, like the Apostles, because they have been counted worthy of suffering disgrace in
Your Name. (Acts 5:41)
3)Thank the Lord for the courage and compassionof a Nigerian Imam
who hid 262 Christians fleeing from a murderous attack by Muslim
Fulani herdsmen in Barkin, Plateau State.
He took the men to the mosque and put the women and children in his
own home. Scores of other Christians died in the attack on 24th June
2018 as the herdsmen shot at Christians and set fire to their homes
and the village church. The Fulanis, suspecting where the Christians
were hiding, threatened to burn down the Imam’s home and the
mosque but he and other villagers pleaded with them until they left.
The Poor Man’s Earl
Think of Piccadilly Circus, and that small statue of the angel poised
with bow and arrow. Most people think it stands for Eros. It is in
fact a memorial to the greatest Christian Victorian philanthropist,
politician and social reformer of his generation – Lord Shaftesbury.
Anthony Ashley Cooper, the 7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801 – 1885)
was a devout Christian Member of Parliament who spent his life
fighting to help ease the miserable conditions in lunatic asylums, to
stop the practise of forcing young children to be chimney sweeps,
to stop children working in factories below the age of 10, to stop
women and children going in the mines at all, to stop opium addiction, and to provide Ragged Schools for children without any means
of education. On the day of his funeral at Westminster Abbey, tens
of thousands of poor Londoners thronged the streets to see his coffin go by. He was much loved as The Poor Man’s Earl.

The CTAL prayer group meets on the last Monday of the month in the
Garden Room of the Broad Street Methodist church., for 90 minutes starting with refrreshments. You are very welcome to join us in prayer.
The Parts of the Body
The eye cannot say to the hand,”I don’t need you!” And the head cannot
say to the feet, “I don’t need you!”. On the contrary, those parts of the
body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and the parts that we think
are less honourable we treat with special honour. And the parts that are
unpresentable are treated with special modesty., while our presentable
parts need no special treatment. But God has combined the members of
the body and has given greater honour to the parts that lacked it., so that
there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal
concern for each other…If one part suffers then every part suffers with it;
if one part is honoured, every part rejoices with it. Amen.
( 1 Corinthians 12:21-26)
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Across
1 Tertullus, who presented the high priest’s case against Paul in
his trial before Felix, was one (Acts 24:1) (6)
4 As balm (anag.) (6)
8 Having explored Canaan, he and Joshua urged the Israelites to
take possession of it (Numbers 13:30) (5)
9 On becoming king of Judah, he had all six of his brothers killed
(2 Chronicles 21:4) (7)
10 ‘Even the — has found a home, and the swallow a nest for herself’ (Psalm 84:3) (7)
11 Banishment(Jeremiah29:1)(5)
12 ‘And now I will show you the most — way’(1Corinthians12:31)
(9)
17 ‘Titus did not exploit you, did he? Did we not —— the same spirit and follow the same course?’ (2 Corinthians 12:18) (3,2)
19 Mice den(anag.)(7)
21 How Egypt is often described in the Old Testament: ‘the land of
— ’ (Exodus 13:3) (7)
22 One of the first Levites to resettle in Jerusalem after the exile in
Babylon (1 Chronicles 9:15) (5)
23 ‘As a sheep before her shearers is —,so he did not open his
mouth’ (Isaiah 53:7) (6)
24 Paul’s birthplace(Acts22:3)(6)
12

Down
1 Ravenous insect inflicted on Egypt in vast numbers as the eighth
plague (Exodus 10:14) (6)
2 Well-being (Philippians 2:20) (7)
3 Small piece of live coal or wood in a dying fire (Psalm 102:3) (5)
5 Sportsman or woman (2 Timothy 2:5) (7)
6 The original name of Abraham’s wife (Genesis 17:15) (5)
7 ‘So in Christ we who are many form one body, and each — belongs to all the others’ (Romans 12:5) (6)
9 According to Peter, a wife’s beauty should not come from wearing this (1 Peter 3:3) (9)
13 ‘For God did not send his Son into the world to — the
world’ (John 3:17) (7)
14 ‘The Lord of heaven and earth...does not live in — built by
hands’ (Acts 17:24) (7)
15 ‘If your hand — you to sin,cut it off’(Mark9:43)(6)
16 Something like these fell from Saul’s eyes as soon as Ananias
placed his hands on him (Acts 9:18) (6)
18 Track(Job41:30)(5)
Answers on page 21
20 Religious doctrine(5)

Way to go!
My young grandson called the other day to wish me Happy Birthday. He asked me how old I was, and I told him, 62. My grandson
was quiet for a moment, and then he ventured: ‘Did you start at 1?’
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